Abstract: Leukemic stem cells (LSCs) are defined as cells that possess the ability to self-renew and give rise to the differentiated cancer cells that comprise the tumor. These LSCs seem to show chemo-resistance and radio-resistance leading to the failure of conventional cancer therapies. Current therapies are directed at the fast growing tumor mass leaving the LSC fraction untouched. Eliminating LSCs, the root of cancer origin and recurrence, is considered to be a hopeful approach to improve survival or even to cure cancer patients. In order to achieve this, the characterization of LSCs is a prerequisite in order to develop LSC-based therapies to eliminate them. Here we review if vitamin D analogues may allow an avenue to target the LSCs.
Introduction
Cancer treatment has not significantly changed during recent decades despite our increased knowledge of the biology of cancer cells [1] . Survival rates for the main types of cancer have changed very little in the last few decades once cancer is disseminated. On the contrary, survival is relatively good when cancer is diagnosed at the early stage. This observation implies that the improvement in global cancer survival is mostly the consequence of early detection rather than the result of an effective therapy once the tumor has extended. Thus, questions remain open as to whether current cancer compounds target the wrong kind of cells or cancer cell biological properties.
An emerging topic in cancer biology has been the existence of a "cancer stem cell" (CSC). This CSC seems to drive and maintain cancer development [2] [3] [4] [5] . Evidence for this new vision in cancer development was acquired for a variety of cancers, both leukemias [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] and solid cancers [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Under this new criterion, the CSCs are exclusively responsible for maintaining cancer development [27] . Thus, cancer development and maintenance are a result of modified CSC differentiation and not cellular proliferation [28, 29] , as postulated until recently. Under this new paradigm, our view of cancer development needs to be re-evaluated, particularly in what refers to the initial stages of cancer development [30, 31] .
Moving the maintenance of cancer development to the stem cell level has severe consequences for developing cancer therapies [2] [3] [4] [5] 32] . Traditional cancer therapy approaches tend to target the proliferating cancer cells, mostly leaving the CSC fraction unaffected. The initial cancer therapeutic success is usually followed by disease relapse as the remaining CSC pool repopulates the cancer [2] [3] [4] [5] 32] . Thus, new therapies need to be designed to target and remove this cellular source of the cancers and, when combined with conventional anti-proliferative therapies, will most likely be able to achieve cancer cure. The aim of this review is to present the current status of the field, naming if vitamin D analogues may allow an avenue to target the leukemic stem cells (LSCs) and to serve as a beginning for future studies.
The Modern Approach in Cancer Therapy
The use of chemotherapy as the main weapon for killing cancer cells traces back to the 1940s. Since then, the development of cancer drugs has become a multi-billion dollar industry. The main foundation behind cancer chemotherapy has relied on the biological property that the majority of the cells within a tumor are vigorously proliferating more than the normal cells within human tissues [1] . From this point of view, it is clear that these cytotoxic-based approaches (radiotherapy and/or chemotherapy) used in cancer treatment induced serious side effects, sometimes life-threatening, as a result of affecting normal cells with which cancer cells share many features. All current cancer anti-proliferative drugs owe their very limited clinical efficacy to the high toxicities against normal cells with high proliferation rates, such as the cells forming the blood, intestine, and hair follicles. These side effects associated with the development of drug resistance and clinical disease progression result in the probable failure of the therapy [1, 4, 32] .
In the late 1980s, new attempts to develop more specific cytotoxic drugs led to the identification of signaling pathways specifically modified in cancer cells [1] . The new challenge was to develop new compounds that would specifically target the cancer cell molecular defect, thereby contributing to a more specific cancer therapy. The idea was that such cancer targeted therapies would selectively kill cancer cells without affecting normal cells. Thus, this modern approach would potentially reduce the side effects produced by classical anticancer approaches. This transition resulted in an important progress, but the main principles of cancer drug development and resistance remained the same to those used in the period from 1950 to 1980.
All these cancer therapy approaches (targeted or non-targeted) aim to kill proliferating cancer cells. By using this strategy, in spite of the huge investment, the average cancer survival in the last 35 years has been improved by 17% only [33] . The problem therefore still remains: how to develop precise and efficient cancer treatments?
A New Approach Aims to Target Cancer Stem Cell (CSCs)
The CSC theory about cancer development is a modernized version of the "embryonal rest hypothesis" formulated to explain the similarities between teratocarcinomas and an embryo more than 150 years ago [34, 35] . The failure of current cancer therapeutic approaches in curing patients can be easily explained if we examine how the toxic effects produced by the therapies disappear once the treatment is discontinued. Those tissues requiring persistent self-renewal (for instance, hair, intestine, or hematopoietic tissue) are the most damaged by current antiproliferative cancer therapies. However, the normal function within these tissues is quickly reestablished once the cancer treatment is ceased. Cancer tissue is affected much the same by the antiproliferative cancer therapies. This would imply a similar level of cellular organization to cancer tissue to that of normal tissues in which a small fraction of stem cells are responsible for generating the tumor differentiated cells. The stem cells fraction within the tumor is slow-cycling and resistant to the antiproliferative cancer therapy. On the contrary, the main tumor mass, formed by the differentiated and proliferative cancer cells, responds to the antiproliferative cancer therapy. Based on the CSC theory of cancer development, we can concede that CSCs are resistant to chemotherapy by nature. As a result of this, CSCs can survive the cancer therapy and re-populate the cancer tissue [2] [3] [4] 32] . Thus, the presence of CSCs implies the existence of a small fraction of slow-cycling cancer cells that are not killed by the anti-proliferative treatments, although this therapy is able to eliminate their cellular descendants. However, the abovementioned observations, mainly inferred from human targeted-therapy clinical failures, might suggest that cancer drivers have a non-homogenous mode of action throughout the cancer cell population [30, 31, 36, 37] . This would point out the different human targeted-therapy clinical failures mentioned above. In this regard, there are novel in vivo genetic confirmations showing that human cancer drivers can direct stem cells (LSCs) towards precise and definite differentiated cancer cell fates. However, these oncogenes are not required by LSCs maintenance [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] . Consequently, this tumoral reprogramming phenomenon can be defined as the process by which a cancer driver can rearrange the epigenetic and/or transcriptome condition of the cancer cell-of-origin. As a result of this epigenetic reprogramming, a novel and precise pathological differentiation program is fixed resulting in cancer development [30, 36] . The initiating cancer alteration would be the driving force in the epigenetic reprogramming process, essential for carcinogenesis. However, once reprogramming has been established this cancer driver would only be a passenger cancer alteration within the LSC. This mode of action of cancer drivers within LSCs explains why oncogene-based targeted therapies fail in removing the LSC fraction [38, 43, 46] , in spite of their initial efficacy against the cancer differentiated cells.
Practical Implications of the Leukemic Stem Cells (LSCs) in Therapy
There is an increasing perception that LSCs represent an immense challenge to effective cancer treatment, as they are able to survive current clinical drugs. A key challenge for developing specific drugs against LSCs is to distinguish them from the normal stem cells. To this aim, the identification of unique LSC molecular targets is required. Thus, a deeper knowledge of both normal stem cell biology and LSC biology will be essential for naming such targets.
In the hematopoietic system the vitamin D pathway influences both cell differentiation and their final activation once differentiated. However, its relevance in various leukemia states remains poorly understood. Nevertheless, it is known that vitamin D promotes differentiation of myeloid differentiated cell under certain conditions, and it has been proposed that some types of myeloid leukemias (i.e., Chronic myelomonocytic leukemia (CMML)) may benefit from vitamin D supplementation [47] . Similarly, the immune environment of patients with hematopoietic cancers can be modified by the immune-modulatory effects induced by vitamin D [47] . However, in order to use vitamin D analogues to target LSCs, we need to verify if the vitamin D receptor (VDR) might be used to distinguish LSCs from the normal counterparts.
Vitamin D Receptors (VDRs) on Hematopoietic Cells and LSCs
In order to identify if VDRs are associated with LSCs, we initially analyzed VDRs' expression within normal hematopoietic system. As illustrated in Figure 1 , the expression levels of the vitamin D receptor gene are significantly higher in normal hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) than in the committed progenitor cells [48] . We next proceeded to examine how the VDR expression in LSCs purified from different mouse models of hematopoietic cancers compared to control wild-type HSCs. The data identified that vitamin D receptor gene expression levels are significantly lower in LSCs than in normal HSCs (Figure 2 ). Similar results were observed when VDR expression was analyzed in human normal and leukemic samples (Figure 3) . Thus, we next examined the expression of VDR in tumor differentiated cells versus normal counterparts. As illustrated in Figure 4 , VDR expression is significantly higher in tumor differentiated cells than in the normal committed progenitor cells. Overall, these observations identify VDR as a potential attractive target for selective tumor differentiated cell eradication. 
Vitamin D and the Epigenome
The pattern of expression of VDR in LSCs versus normal HSCs would not warrant an advisement to use it as a target to kill LSC. However, as we have mentioned before, LSCs are created as a result of a tumoral epigenetic reprogramming mechanism [30, 36] and molecules able to modify the epigenetic status of LSCs could be used to modify their fate. In this regard, primary epigenetic effects of vitamin D seem to be mediated by histone modifications, mainly acetylation. Vitamin D-induced transcriptional activation is mediated by the VDR/RXR (retinoid X receptor) dimmer through interaction with histone acetyltransferases (HATs) [51] . VDR protein associates physically with coactivator and corepressor proteins, which in turn touch both chromatin modifiers, such as HATs, histone deacetylases (HDACs), histone methyltransferases (HMTs), and chromatin remodelers like histone demethylases (HDMs) of the Jumonji C (JmjC)-domain containing proteins and lysine-specific demethylase (LSD) families. Moreover, a number of genes encoding for chromatin modifiers and remodelers represent primary targets of VDR and its ligands. Finally, there is evidence that some VDR ligands possess DNA demethylating effects. In this regard, recent evidence associates DNA methylation changes in leukocytes to severe vitamin D deficiency, although the observed differences were not big [52] . Overall, these epigenetic events mediated by 1,25-D3 could be used to prevent or delay carcinogenesis by modifying the epigenetic status of LSCs.
Future Directions
Epidemiological studies support the notion that low serum vitamin D level is associated with an increased risk of a number of cancers. However, convincing evidence that vitamin D supplementation alters the risk of most cancers is lacking. Many preclinical studies, however, suggest that exposing cancer cells to pharmacological concentrations of active metabolites of vitamin D can induce differentiation, growth arrest, and eventually induce apoptosis. Consequently, high doses of Vitamin D (calcitriol) and several of its synthetic analogues have been shown to slow or stop the in vivo growth of many different tumors in animal models [53] . There are no data to support the notion that one type of cancer is more or less susceptible to the effects of vitamin D [54] . Despite examples of exceptional clinical efficacy, barriers remain to the successful use of vitamin D against many cancers. These include the lack of identification of particularly sensitive cancer target cell 
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Finally, we should keep in mind when we try to develop therapies to target LSCs that the concept of LSC plasticity and bidirectional transformation between stem and non-stem cells has introduced additional difficulty to the complex process of intratumoral heterogeneity [55] [56] [57] . Clearly, this LSC plasticity may limit the effect of LSC-based treatments. Therapies targeting LSCs would only provide a temporal benefit by eliminating this population, since new LSCs might arise from non-LSCs left untouched. Therefore, it will be necessary to develop treatments against LSCs in each of their dynamic states in order to achieve a more complete cancer therapeutic responses, and ultimately to combine these specific LSC-based therapies with approaches targeting the bulk population in order to achieve a successful clinical response.
